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The Prudent Living Community is a voluntary
association of likeminded people committed
to thinking and living prudently.
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All Aboard the Prudent Living Train at Lavalley Building Supply!
On the cover this month is a depiction of one of
our Prudent Living engines from the model train
display that will be opening up on the second floor of
LaValley Building Supply in West Lebanon, NH. The
grand opening for the display will be May 18, 2013.
The display has four separate circuits that add up to
over 500 feet of track. The trains move through scenes
depicting different forms of energy used in the United
States today.
Each section of the display will have its own
educational information explaining what each form
of energy is, where it comes from, and how it is used.
Prudent Living has worked extremely hard to make
the display museum quality in both the beauty of the
train’s presentation and the quality of the research
behind the educational materials.
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Unsolicited articles on topics pertaining to prudent living
are welcome. Contact: dave@prudentliving.com.

A lot of work and thought has gone into making
sure the display is appealing to everyone. For the
kids there are toy dinosaurs meant to represent where
fossil fuels like petroleum and coal come from. For
adults, many local landmarks were scaled down and
designed to fit in to the 1,100 square foot display to
make it more recognizable and inviting. There are
also representations of residential building techniques
designed to inform people about energy strategies that
can be implemented in private homes today.

For information on advertising rates:
ads@prudentlivingmagazine.com

PRUDENT LIVING SOCIAL MEDIA:

There will be a grand opening celebration on May
18th all day, but the display will stay in LaValley
Building Supply, hopefully, for many years to come.
The store is at 5 Airport Road; W. Lebanon, NH
03784; Hours: M-F, 6:30 am - 6 pm; Saturday, 7 am 5 pm; Sunday, 9 am - 2 pm; Phone: 603-298-5641.

Copyright © 2013 Prudent Living Inc. All rights reserved.
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What’s New & What’s News
The 35th Annual
HomeLife Expo at
the Leverone Field
House, Dartmouth College
by Paul Biebel
This year, our little 4 x 8 foot Prudent Living Train
was a big hit. While there were a lot of exhibitors
in the Arena, our moving train caught the eye of
almost everyone there, including a couple of guys
walking around with TV cameras. One particular
boy showed up every day. On Saturday, he stayed
almost the entire time watching the train go. Another
child had to be physically removed by his parents.
We can still visualize the scene where dad is carrying
his child out kicking and screaming. We also had lots
of banners and posters and handouts and candy, but
it was obvious that the train is what attracted all the
attention. This convinced us that model trains and
Prudent Living are a good match. As I ponder this, I
have one expression and that’s a big smile. I also have
one comment: “Long live the Prudent Living Train!”
There’s no question that one of our best mottos will
be “Get on board the Prudent Living Train,” as it will
encourage our customers to consider getting on track
with energy conservation.

Younger folks took turns as engineers
That display (see the article elsewhere in this issue)
is roughly 50 times the size of the display we had at
the Home Show. It is loaded with things to look at,
interact with, talk about, and learn about. Due to
the display’s size, it is being transported to the store
in over sixty-five individual panels, then reassembled
there.
It was interesting to me to observe that we were only
asked the question, “What is Prudent Living?” about
two or three times this year, in a crowd of eight or
nine thousand attenders. Three years ago, during our
first exhibit, we all lost our voices trying to explain
over and over what Prudent Living is. This suggests
that people are beginning to know about us and they
are beginning to understand our message. The other
most asked question three years ago was, “What is
geothermal?” This year it was, “Do you do that ‘Offgrid,’” to which I replied, “Absolutely!”

Get geared up for spring and summer
with the Prudent Living Market.
Helping you prepare for the coming
season changes one step at a time.
Spring-cleaning
Our variety of All-Natural
and plant based cleaners
will have your house nice
and clean for spring without
using unneeded chemicals
found in most cleaners.

Safety in the Sun
We hope your outside enjoying the
spring, keep yourself protected
with All Terrain Sunscreens rated
“Top Sunscreen” by Environmental
Working Group.

Stay Hydrated
Wherever you may go,
always make sure you
have drinking water with
our purification bottles and
straws. It’s easy to keep
hydrated and energized
even out in the woods.

Our display proved that everyone loves a train
We are looking forward to the grand opening of our
train display at LaValley Building Supply on May
18 (the store is at 5 Airport Road; W. Lebanon, NH
03784; Hours: M-F, 6:30 am - 6 pm; Saturday, 7 am
- 5 pm; Sunday, 9 am - 2 pm; Phone: 603-298-5641).
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Exclusive Magazine Offer:
Enter “SPRINGTHAW” and receive 10% off your entire order!
Our small display provided “training” suitable for any age

www.prudentlivingmarket.com
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Our Social Network
Prudent Living Blog Excerpts
by Nathan Biebel
Fact or Fiction: 5 Winter Myths vs The Facts
There are some common cold weather myths out
there. I picked out five that I’ve heard fairly often
and checked into them to find out what the science says. Since being prudent dictates that being
informed is a particularly effective form of preparation, I decided to share my findings with you. So
here they are–five winter myths fact-checked just
for you.

Daylight Savings Time - The Facts
The original intent of daylight savings time was
to decrease morning light so that evenings, after
work, had a longer span of daylight for activities
outdoors, though it was adopted during World War
1 as a means to conserve coal. Notice, that the use
of daylight savings time was intended as a means
to conserve energy. That would make it seem like a
prudent thing to do if it works! But what does the
data say? Did the goal get accomplished? Click here
to find out!

Flooding and You
Flooding is one of those dangers where it’s important to know all you can about them so that you
can recognize when threat levels are high, and be
prepared to start moving toward higher ground.
Let’s start there. Click here to read more.

Like us on Facebook,
Follow us on Twitter
and Watch us on Youtube!

Nobody’s Born Prudent (from Paul Biebel)
During a rare epiphanistical moment between
donuts, I blurted out that nobody’s born prudent.
“Wow!” I said to myself as I proudly patted my
philosophical back for having such an awakening.
As I shared that thought with Nate, our resident
IT guy and philosophy master, and realized that I
actually said something that caught his attention...
read more.
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Prudent Living Train passing the coal mine
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Prudent Living Train down by the riverside
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Prudent Living - Because it’s Time
Image vs. Integrity - A Lesson
Learned in the Woods
by Paul Biebel, Founder and President, Prudent Living, Inc.
Every year, as the dog days of summer begin to fade and the evening
temperatures begin to fall, my mind starts drifting away from fair weather
sports like fishing and golf toward frosty sunrises out in my favorite places
in the woods. I don’t remember exactly when my father took me hunting
with him for the first time, but I’m thinking it was around 10 years of
age. I got smitten with it as I learned to explore and navigate and observe
all the different creatures. I’m 60 now, and I’ve spent many of my 50
years of hunting in the same patches of woods in Vermont. Aside from
observing creatures and learning about them, I also have had the privilege
of observing nature and learning lessons from it. Some of those lessons
are so loud, it’s as if God is speaking verbally to my own soul and saying
“Listen up!”
One important lesson I learned was from a certain tree in my favorite
hunting spot. It was a majestic oak and it must have been close to 100
years old. Three of us couldn’t wrap our arms around it when we linked
our hands together. My guess is that it probably had a 48-inch trunk and
there was no doubt that it towered above all the other trees. I could see
that tree from miles away. My guess, from looking at a nearby stone wall,
is that it began its life as an original pasture tree and all the other trees
around it were siblings that eventually filled in the open land and created
the oak forest I was hunting in.
Paul Biebel is the founder and
visionary for Prudent Living Inc. He
has also served as President and CEO
of Biebel Builders, Inc, a company
that has been designing and building
high quality homes since 1976. Since
the turn of the century, with the
advent of emerging new technologies,
his interests have directed him toward
helping his customers make sound
and prudent investments into many
areas of their lives and also to the
homes they live in. This passion has
evolved into his newest venture –
Prudent Living, a company that offers
products and services that support a
more prudent way of life.
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I could imagine how that old oak tree had laughed at the hard winds of Nor’easters and
the hurricane of 1938. I could then imagine how surprised it must have been to have felt its
own massive trunk begin to crack and splinter from what used to be nothing but a passing
gust of wind.
I was stunned. I never once suspected that the big oak tree was in trouble any more than it
did. I thought back on all those years when I had napped at its base, feeling so secure next
to its massive trunk, while inside the tree, its own strength was slowly being eroded away
as insects and varmints built their home within the very fiber that the tree needed to keep
its integrity. Nobody suspected or even cared – not even the tree itself – because it looked
so good on the outside.
The oak tree of my youth taught me early in my life that integrity is far more important
than image. I suppose that in order to succeed in business we should always strive for a
good public image but if we do it at the expense of integrity, then a day will come like it
did for the big oak tree when even a small gust of adversity could be all it takes to bring
us down while the rest of the world will marvel at how hard and suddenly we fell. This
analogy causes me to fear for our nation, of course, but I also know that such principles
apply to business and my own personal life. I hope that as we grow Prudent Living, that
we will always pay attention to the thing that matters most, our integrity.

To me, this tree was an icon of perfection. There wasn’t one dead branch
on it. I used to marvel at its mere size and tried to calculate how many
cord of wood it would make. I’d never cut down, mind you. It was too
beautiful and too far out in the woods anyway. I suppose you could say
that it was “too big to fall,” but... it wasn’t. One year, as I returned on my
annual trek in the dark on opening morning of hunting season, I sensed
that something was wrong. There was open sky above my head and I
could clearly see the stars as I walked toward my hunting spot. I suddenly
realized that the big oak tree had fallen. Daylight soon revealed that while
the outside of its trunk was still majestically solid even as it lay on the
ground, the inside had slowly been hollowed out and weakened by insects
and small animals. Then, because it had lost its core, a November gust of
wind had blown it over and it was suddenly gone. It wasn’t even a fierce
wind that took it down. It was the usual blustery November gusts that
come every year and most of the time all they do is remove all remaining
foliage that had successfully resisted the gentle breezes of Indian Summer.
Early morning woodlands
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“All Aboard!”

get answers to all their questions about energy and
conservation, but he want to be “the place to go”
where the public could also be “trained” in sustainable
strategies. We even joked about calling it a Prudent
Living “Training Center.”

“All Aboard” the Prudent Living Train

PLI MAG: If someone were riding in the train,
what eras of energy development would they pass
through and what methods would they witness?

This May, Prudent Living Inc. (PLI) opens its second Educational Train Display, measuring 24 feet by
nearly 45 feet, at LaValley Building Supply in West Lebanon, NH. Prudent Living Magazine (PLI MAG)
interviewed Prudent Living Founder and President, Paul Biebel (PB) about this project and its goals.
(Photo captions are from Paul Biebel’s point of view)
PLI MAG: How did you decide to connect an educational experience about the history of energy
with a train layout, first in Brownsville, Vermont and now in West Lebanon, NH?
PB: I had become good friends with the owner of a local general store in my little town where I live
and somehow during a conversation, we got talking about my hobby of collecting electric toy trains
and the possibility of building a train layout and locating it in her store. Its theme would be all about
sustainability and renewable energy. She smiled and pointed to the far end of the store where she had
a bunch of couches and stacks of old rental VCRs that nobody wanted and said, “Go for it.” A couple
months later we unveiled our first Prudent Living “Educational Train Display.” That was on July 4th,
almost four years ago. She tells me that there are many days, especially on weekends, when the train
seldom stops running. It’s activated by a momentary switch and when you push the button, the train
runs for a couple minutes. All the lights in the village come on and the windmills and beacons and
crossing gates all come to life. There’s also a little school bus that runs around on a small track that looks
like something a streetcar would run on. There’s an organic farm and lots of hints of places you would

I hope there’s enough room for the biomass facility!

PB: On one level, they would pass through an
industrial town that I am thinking of naming “Fossil
Fuelish.” Here is where there are three displays of the
main fossil fuel sources we depend on: coal, oil, and
natural gas. While our opinions remain neutral about
fossil fuels, we do admit that we, as a society, have

recognize if you drove around our quaint little village.
It’s very colorful to watch, especially with the room
lights turned down.
About six months ago, the owner of a large lumber
company was passing through town and stopped at
the General Store for a cup of coffee. He saw how our
store layout put smiles on people’s faces and he liked
that but he also realized that it provided answers to
the kinds of questions that were so often asked in his
own store. He contacted me and before long we were
discussing the possibility of doing something similar
in one of his stores, only in a much bigger way. His
desire was to partner up with Prudent Living to help
transform his company into more than just another
lumberyard. He wanted his customers to not only

There’s a lot more to this than we thought!
been somewhat foolish and “fuelish” in presuming
that we could always depend on an unlimited cheap
supply that would always be at the fingertips of our
children and our children’s children. We don’t think
that fossil fuels, themselves, are foolish at all. In fact,
we believe that we need every form of energy that
we consume in this country, but we also believe that
we need to produce and consume it more carefully
so that our dependency on energy doesn’t exceed
supply, destroy our economy or our environment. We
believe that, through careful management, this can be
achieved with today’s technologies.

This dam’s holding back a lot!
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The maiden voyage over Steve’s trestle

Once the train passes through the fossil fuel town,
it goes through a tunnel and when it comes out the
other side, it crosses an arch bridge where it circles a
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“All Aboard!”

(continued)

biomass facility in operation. This is a scratch-built facility that is about ten feet long.
It is highly detailed and modeled to resemble a local biomass facility located nearby
in Springfield, NH. As the train crosses the arch bridge there is a large hydroelectric
dam towering above it. On a hill above the dam, there’s a nuclear power plant on
one side of a mountain and three wind towers at the other end. On the lower track,
it passes through a large dairy farm, where there’s a methane-driven power plant
(otherwise known as “cow power”). The farm also has a rather large elevated solar
array out in one of its fields where the panels are installed on poles that are high
enough above the fields so that the farmer can continue farming underneath them.
This is farming at its best and is my opportunity to soft-protest some of the methods
that are used to build solar farms.

long after soil lies fallow and awaits the next year’s
growing season, elevated solar panels can continue to
harvest electricity all year round. All the crops on this
farm, as well, are bio crops (organic) of course. There
could be a variety of feed crops for cows to make milk,
or general crops for the market as well as bio-fuel crops
such as switchgrass, etc., for the biomass plant just
around the corner.
The final tour takes you on a full circle around a new
community that is under construction, called the
Prudent Living Community, which displays multiple
examples of sustainable strategies under construction
as well as a couple of completed homes. In between
the rural farm and the residential community is a
commercial district where various industries display

I have grown up enjoying the pastoral landscapes of Vermont and I would like to
see them preserved. On the one hand, I understand the importance of producing
renewable energy in big ways but my conscience cannot support the notion that
prime agricultural soils have be sacrificed in order to harvest electricity from the sun.
So I have a great opportunity to protest via use of a scale model which demonstrates
how we can not only harvests crops from the soil but how we can also harvest a crop
of kilowatts from the sun at the same time. This can happen in the same field where

Natural gas facility waiting for trains and trucks

Sustainable agriculture at its best!
have the potential to last indefinitely. Renewable
energies by definition, when balanced with demand,
will never run out. That’s pretty exciting stuff and we
are doing it right now. Technology has come a long
way since I started in the building trades in 1971 and
sometimes I find myself wishing that I had been born
thirty years later. Today, we have sustainable and
renewable strategies that we can incorporate into our
way of life. No longer do we need to depend entirely
on sources of energy that we must purchase or fear the
markets that have control over us. We can make our
own! Not only that, we can synchronize our way of
living to balance the amount of energy we consume
with the amount that we generate. In this way, we
can take pride in our contribution because we are a
burden to nobody. I envision elementary school class

how they incorporate sustainable strategies into their
manufacturing techniques.
PLI MAG: In terms of education, what do you hope
people, young and old, will take away in general
from following the trains on their journey around
the layout?
PB: First of all, at Prudent Living, we have a fairly
tight definition of what the term “sustainable” means
and our intention is to keep it pure and timeless so
that it doesn’t get confused with junk science and
political ambitions that muddy up its meaning with
suspicion and scams. Sustainability is all about careful
and responsible management. We believe that, with
careful management of our resources, many of them
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This was a lot of fun to build, but I’m glad it’s finished

Unveiling Phase One of the layout to the LaValley store
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“All Aboard!”

(continued)

tours as well as evening classes where we will explain the benefits and challenges that
face every form of energy we use. Our objective is not to make political statements
of any kind but to simply encourage sustainable strategies in such a way as to achieve
the goal of energy independence, encourage the use of renewable energy as much as
possible, and incentivize individual contribution to environmental stability.
PLI MAG: What one thought do you hope people will recall between seeing the
layout for the first time and visiting it again later?
PB: I’d like adults to come away with a gift from Prudent Living, and that is a sense
that our nation’s energy problems are not insurmountable and that technology and
science have put many solutions within reach for all of us. I’d like them to realize
that Prudent Living is a precision company; one that is committed to providing help
with answers and hope. I’d like Prudent Living to play a positive role in promoting
greater unity in moving forward with technologies that can benefit everyone.

T. rex meets Velociraptors
PLI MAG: If you could take a ten-year-old by the
hand and show him or her the part of this project
with which you are most satisfied, what would it
be?

the display, but that, too, is intentional. I can’t speak
for everyone, but I feel like sometimes life just gets too
serious and we just have to break rules and laugh at
ourselves. So when you see something that seems out
of place and doesn’t look like it belongs, just remember
that there’s still that little kid in me sharing some of
my smiles with you. As I was throwing all my creative
juices into this display, I wondered: “Will the children
remember anything they learned from the Prudent
Living display and come back to us later in life when
they are looking for help, or will they only remember
watching those cool trains go around in circles while
the T. rexes ate the pesky little Velociraptors?” All I
can say is “Who knows?” They may remember the
Prudent Living name, but I’m pretty sure they will
never forget where they saw it.
Long live cow power!

PB: Pretty cool engines and cars, but there are also
some dinosaurs hiding in places around the display. I
chose to incorporate dinosaurs into the theme because
scientific rumors imply that dinosaurs played a huge
part in the creation of fossil fuels. I’m not sure exactly
how they did that and I couldn’t find anyone who
was around at the time, so I had some fun with my
own renditions. After all, it seemed only fair that I
give them some of the credit. There will also be a few
animated operating amusements scattered here and
there. They may or may not have anything to do with
Dam and bridge cutouts ready for detailing

PLI MAG: How might a teacher use this layout
as an educational tool for her class, and do you
hope that teachers will take advantage of this
opportunity?

PLI MAG: What did you find most challenging in the process of trying to
represent various aspects of energy production within the limitations of the
space you had to work with.
PB: The first challenge was creating scale dioramas that made clear statements/
messages while keeping them within the confines of the level they were located on.
After that, there was a more practical design challenge. I had to design extremely
fragile modules that could be dismantled and transported in such a way as to fit
into an elevator and be carried to the second floor and reassembled without tipping
them on their sides. There are over fifty separate modules that, when assembled, will
camouflage most of the joints. Each module is constructed in a plug-and-play fashion
so that one section would connect to the next with seamless connections of track and
electrical umbilicals.
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T. rex eats Velociraptors

PB: Yes. A member of a local school board has
already seen it under construction and has heard my
vision. He got very enthused about how powerful
an educational focus it had on the one hand but
also loved the way it attracted little children and big
children to stand there and be made to think. “I
always believed that education can be fun,” he said,
and as he was leaving, he promised that he would
contact the principals in the district and encourage
them to put a visit to the Prudent Living Train display
on their list of educational field trips.
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“All Aboard!”

(continued)

PLI MAG: If you were to do this again, what would you do differently, and why?
PB: Practically, I’d find a bigger building to build it in. We were very cramped and it slowed
us down a lot. Functionally, it lacks a cityscape and about 40 more feet of space. That’s a
big piece of America’s energy puzzle - how cities consume power and transport people and
goods. For now, because of lack of space, we will probably display something like a mural of
the NYC skyline, but honestly, I wish I had enough space to build a small city that modeled
mass transit, manufacturing, shipping ports, airports, and other things. I suppose that if I
did, I also have to hot-glue a one-quarter scale Godzilla to the side of the Chrysler building
or the Empire State building.
PLI MAG: In your own imagination, as you conduct the train around the layout, how
do you feel and what do you see?
PB: The train is meant to operate as flawlessly and automatically as possible. We are planning
to video the ride from the front of the train and from the rear. When it’s finished, we hope
to upload it to our website and perhaps even YouTube. As you enter the main floor of the
store, there will be an invitation in the lobby to go upstairs and “Take a ride with us on the
Prudent Living Train” for a close look into the future of sustainability. We are even having
a Prudent Living Passenger Train custom painted. It’s a spectacular looking streamlined

passenger train that will run around the longest loop.
With some luck, we might be able to see the video
display on a monitor where visitors will feel like they
are actually riding on the train.
On a personal level, as I developed this display, I
was seeing my own life passing me by. I can’t help
thinking about how much has changed since I was
a small boy. I grew up in the 50s and 60s when
gasoline was about ten cents a gallon and nobody
cared about how much fuel they consumed or what
their car or truck got for mileage. It wasn’t even a
subject of conversation. Energy efficiency was an
unknown term, except for figuring out how to get a
rocket with three men to the moon and back before
the Russians did. We also didn’t have to care about
the environment or the atmosphere and greenhouse
gasses or pure water or proper sewage disposal. All the
towns on both sides of the Connecticut River simply
dumped their waste straight into the river where it
would float away to Massachusetts. We were focused
on being patriotic and proud of our country and its
seemingly indestructible industrial power base.

Fossil fuels are also featured in our diorama

Everything was at our fingertips. Energy was cheap
and ours to take and use and we lived with the false
presumption that nothing would ever change. But in
October of 1973, everything changed in an instant.
That was the first oil embargo when OPEC raised the
price of a barrel of oil to over $5.00 and we thought
that the world was coming to an end. It’s been 40
years since that day; a day when I couldn’t bear the
thought of paying more than $1.00 per gallon for
fuel.
Well, as I leave those helpless and hopeless feelings
behind and continue my journey around the layout,
I am overwhelmed when I think about the hundreds
of ways that Prudent Living can be part of the
solution to the problems that we face as a nation. As a
building contractor, I am excited to think that we can
build homes today that don’t require central heating
as we know it. It’s just as exciting to know that we
can generate our own electricity and recycle our own
water several times over. I sometimes lie awake as I
think about how far science has come in just my own
lifetime and I wonder where it will continue to take
us after I hand the baton of Prudent Living to the
next generation.
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Harvesting kows, krops, and kilowatts

Biomass “wood to watts!
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Adventures of Jeb & Huey
Huey’s Rain Catcher
by Nathan Biebel
“Huey,” called Jebediah Forethought as he shut the
door to his SUV and placed his hands in his pockets,
“What are you doing up there?”
Huey Hindsight stood atop a ladder, a screw driver in
his right hand and an odd looking contraption in his
left.
“Howdy Jeb,” he said before turning back to his
project. “I’m hanging this here rain catcher on my
gutter.”
“Rain catcher?” Jeb asked wandering up to stand
beside the ladder. He lifted a foot and stuck it on the
bottom rung to hold the ladder’s unstable feet down.
He always seemed to notice that kind of thing. “You’re
going to fall someday.”

“Hmm? Oh right,” replied Huey, “that’s a good idea
now that you mention it.” Huey always did have
trouble noticing things like that ahead of time.
“So, Huey, tell me. What exactly is the rain catcher
for?” Jeb asked with a smile on his face.
“Well, I had this idea...” Huey said. He immediately
scowled when Jeb began to chuckle.
“Another one?” Jeb said through the chuckle, “well out
with it, what’s your big idea this time?”
“Well I got to thinking, it’s pretty rainy round these
parts,” Huey began.
“It is,” Jeb agreed.
“Well,” Huey continued, “I figure they got these
hydro-electric contraptions now, so there’s no sense
wasting all that run-off. I looked up how to build
one. The runoff gets caught in the reservoir here,” he
pointed at a five gallon bucket, “Once it’s full up, it’ll
push the wheel here,” he pointed at the flywheel and
turned it with his finger, “and that spins a little turbine
contraption inside.” Huey smiled with self-indulgent
pride.
Jeb listened intently before nodding inquisitively, “Like
the old mill on the river.”
“Exactly!” Huey said.
“I see,” Jeb said taking a hand out of his pocket and
pointing at the thing, “What for?”
“Well, I’m gonna hook it up to a little socket on the
screened in porch.”
“You’re going to power your porch from that little
thing?” Jeb asked raising an eyebrow incredulously.
“No,” Huey said with a chuckle, “just enough to do
what I wanna do.”
“Hmmmm,” Jeb said rubbing his chin between his
index finger and thumb, “I remember reading about
hydro-electric contraptions once...” Jeb started.
“Now Jeb...” Huey said rolling his eyes.

Cartoon by Bill Orr
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“What? I was just going to say, I remember reading

that you need quite a lot of pressure
to get it to work, are you sure that
little thing will produce enough
power?”
“Little?!” Huey exclaimed. “This
here’s five gallons! Full of water
that thing’ll weigh 50 pounds! It’ll
shoot outta that little hole plenty
strong enough to turn the fly
wheel!”
“I’m sure it will, but will that little
wheel make enough power?”
Huey sighed, “Why are you always
askin’ so many questions?” He
grumbled. “I’m telling you, this is
gonna work!”
Jeb nodded with an eyebrow raised
in obvious doubt, “I suppose I still
don’t quite see the point,” he said.
“Well, the point is to save money,
of course. Why else would I make
my own power? So’s I don’t have to
pay good money to sit out here and
read!”
“You read?” Jeb said raising his
eyebrows in genuine surprise.
Huey glared over his shoulder,
“Tell you what. Weather man says
it’s supposed to rain tonight. Why
don’t you bring over a Box o’ Joe
and you’ll see for yourself.”
Jeb and Huey didn’t agree on
much, but when it came to coffee
on the porch they definitely were
on the same page, “Huey, my good
man, I believe you have yourself a
deal!”
Around 8 o’clock that night Jeb
showed up with the coffee to find
Huey already out on the porch. He
had a book sitting beside him, and
he was leaning forward peering up
at the dark clouds in the sky.

“Howdy, Jeb,” he said pointing up,
“looks like you just made it!”

“And it’s lighting what, a 40 watt
bulb at half strength?”

As if on cue, lightning cracked
and a dribble of rain began. Jeb
chuckled and poured himself a
cup of coffee, then sat down beside
Huey.

“60 watt,” Huey corrected.

They engaged in casual
conversation as the next hour
passed and the rain started to
pick up. Before long it was really
coming down and Huey was
getting distracted by the water
dribbling into his bucket. Then a
soft squeaking sound began as the
flywheel started to turn.
Five minutes later the little reading
lamp Huey had plugged into the
outlet wired to the hydro-electric
contraption started to faintly glow.
Huey turned to watch it, leaning
out of his chair like his horse was
about to win the derby. “Come on,
you turkey...turn,” he muttered in
encouragement.
The bulb flickered a bit, but then
started to glow at half its wattage,
only flickering every two or three
minutes. Huey turned to Jeb and
crossed his arms over his chest
smugly, “What did I tell ya?
Workin’ like a champ.”
Jeb laughed as Huey’s chest puffed
out in pride. “Sure is. Here’s to
you Huey.” He said raising his
coffee mug. “So, tell me then, oh
champion of alternative energy,
how much did you pay for the
parts to build your prize?”
“Weren’t too bad. Got the bucket
free, the wiring was $40, the little
motor and generator inside was
kinda pricey, and then there was
the special inverter thing, but still I
come out ok: $200, give or take.”

“So, 30 watts whenever there’s a
hard rainfall?” Jeb said thoughtfully, then added, “Pretty neat
trick, but do you know how much
it costs to run a 30 watt light
bulb?”
“Well, no. They say 16 cents a
kilowatt hour, something like that.”
“Huey,” Jeb started and then
paused as if searching for the
words, “that bulb, running at the
full 60 watts only uses 3 Kilowatt
hours a month, give or take.”
“Jeb...” Huey knew where this was
going, “Don’t...”
Jeb continued, ignoring Huey,
“Two hours a day, and that’s
assuming it rains hard enough
every day to run it that long, which
it won’t, but let’s assume for the
sake of argument that it does, your
monthly savings would be...?”
he paused again for emphasis,
“50 cents a month. That’s if you
manage to run it at full strength
for two hours every single day.”
“Jeb...”
“Fifty cents a month, times 12
months, that’s a whole $6 a year!”
Jeb started to chuckle. “Well gee
Huey, as cheap as it was to build,
in just thirty-five years you’ll make
your money back! That’s not bad at
all...well, other than you’ll be dead
by then if you keep forgetting to
check your ladder before you get
on it.”
Huey stared at Jeb for a long
moment and threw up his hands
in frustration, “Dangit Jeb! Why
you always gotta ruin my ideas!” he
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grumbled and sat back
in the chair in a huff of
frustration.
Jeb chuckled and sipped
at his coffee while they
sat together in silence.
After awhile Jeb glanced
at the light and then
over at Huey then back
at the light, which was
still flickering. “I am
impressed though. I
didn’t believe it would
work. Congratulations,
Huey,” he said lifting
the cup and tipping it in
a salute.
“Why thank you Jeb,”
Huey said nodding, a
speck of pride in his
voice, “took me all
day to figure out the
wiring.”
“Well go on then, read
me something!” Jeb said
encouragingly.
Huey smiled and took
up his book. He reached
Cartoon by Bill Orr
in the breast pocket of
his shirt and took out
his reading glasses, unfolded them and placed them on the bridge of his nose. He lifted the book and began to
read.
“One fish, two fish,” he began and turned the page, “red fish blu.....”
And then the light flickered down to a dull whimper before going out.
“Oh dear, it stopped raining!” Jeb said with a smirk, “Well Huey, I should be going,” he said patting the
stunned Huey on his knee.
“Oh go on then,” Huey grumbled and slammed his book down on the table, “And take your Box o’ Joe. I don’t
want your tainted coffee,” he added, crossing his arms and looking straight ahead muttering to himself.
Jeb laughed and shook his head as he headed out to his truck. He paused for a moment and looked back. “You
know, I’ve read about rain catchers. You should look into them and see what other use you might have for it. It
would be a shame if all your effort went to waste,” he said before opening the truck door and heading home.
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How’s That Work? - Micro-Hydro Systems
Micro-Hydro Systems
by Don Wemple
If you have a question or set
of questions about renewable energy that you would
like to see answered in this
column, please send it to:
dave@prudentliving.com.

Today’s micro-hydro Run-of-River system designs are dependable,
economical, efficient, and environmentally friendly. Harnessing the
power of water to generate electricity allows us to gain some sense of
responsibility for meeting our own needs and for reducing our impact
on the environment. Micro-hydro systems are typically four to five
times better cost to energy output and corresponding reduction in total
emissions, including manufacturing and installation, than other renewable
technologies.
Modern micro-hydro turbines have come a long way from the clunky metal
turbines seen in the past. Advancements in turbine wheel (turgo or pelton)
construction and generator design allow today’s turbines to operate reliably
in a wide variety of water conditions.
If you are lucky enough to have a stream running down your hillside,
micro-hydro is the resource to visit first! Before deciding on a microhydro system, it is important to know the potential of your site. Ample,
year-round water is a prerequisite for successfully siting a micro-hydro
turbine, and generally speaking, the more the better. The power that can be
generated is directly related to the “head” or height of the water in feet and
the flow of the stream in gallons per minute. Typical “high-head” microhydro installations involve the placement of sufficient water pipe (PVC or
polyethylene) to move water stored (pond) or harvested from a high point
adjacent to a stream to a lower point where the turbine is located.

Don Wemple lives in Bridgewater
Corners, Vermont. Along with
designing and installing micro-hydro,
solar photovoltaic (PV), and solar hot
water systems on his own land, Don
continues to design many more for
customers across Vermont.

The minimal useful head for most micro-hydro systems is around twenty
to thirty feet, which corresponds to an outlet pressure of about 10 psi (2.3
ft. = 1 psi). The design challenge is to size the pipe and its outlet nozzle(s)

Simplified Micro-hydro System
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appropriately for seasonally changing
conditions. The minimal useful flow
for most micro-hydro turbines can be
as small as two gallons per minute,
depending on the available head
pressure. “Low head” micro-hydro
generators can operate on as little as six
feet of fall, but require a lot of flow to
make useful power–typically hundreds
of gallons per minute.
It is also important in the Northeast
part of the country to design the
catchment, distribution, and generating
system for freeze protection. Finally,
the generator must be connected
to a suitable energy storage system
(batteries). Other factors include proper
pipe sizing and installation, system
voltages, and wire length and sizing.

Micro-hydro penstock & turbine

Micro-hydro systems can be gridconnected or off-grid stand-alone
battery charging systems. The simplest
and most cost effective system is the
grid-tied system. In the grid-tied system
water from a stream or pond is diverted
to the turbine through a pipe called a
“penstock” (usually a 2 or 3 inch PVC
pipe). The turbine sends electricity to
a charge controller to charge a bank of
batteries. An inverter conditions the
DC power of the battery bank to AC
to match the electrical grid power. The
power is then sent to the grid and/or
home via your existing load center.
The grid-tied micro-hydro system is
connected through an agreement with
your local power company and the
energy is net-metered. In the netmetered energy system, your electric
meter will spin backward whenever you
are generating more power than you are
using and forward when you are using
more power than you are generating.
The result is that your electrical usage
is billed at the net difference between
what you make and what you use.

Micro-hydro shed adjacent to stream
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On the Home Front
Starting Seeds
By Nancy Wolff
It doesn’t always look like spring when you look outside this time of year. We
often get the most snow during the month of March! However it won’t be long
before I’ll be outside working in my garden. In the meantime I am gardening
inside!
As we near the end of winter it is time to start my seeds indoors. Starting plants
indoors from seed can be rewarding or disastrous depending on the outcome.
If you start your seeds too early you will then have to hold back the seedlings
until they can be planted outdoors. This can often result in tall, spindly seedlings
that topple over and may never do well when planted outside. In order to be
successful at growing seeds indoors certain conditions must be met for the seeds
to germinate and grow properly. These include temperature, light, and humidity.

Perlite is used to increase aeration in a mixture. It is
derived from a type of volcanic rock and is processed
into light, porous, sterile particles that hold many
times their own weight in water.
Sand is used to add body and drainage to a soil
medium, and is also excellent when used alone for root
cuttings.
Peat moss is used in heavy mixtures to lighten
and increaser porosity; it is derived from partly
decomposed aquatic plants.
Now that we have mixed up our soil we are ready to
start planting seeds! I enjoy starting seeds inside as it is
a sure sign that spring is coming even when it doesn’t
look or feel like it outside!

First I mix up my germination media. You can purchase seed starting soil at
your local nursery or you can make you own. Starting your own seeds is one way
to save money in your gardening costs. Another way is to make your own seed
starting mixture. A variety of materials may be used to germinate seeds and root
cuttings. These mixtures must be sterile and must meet certain other criteria.

Nancy Wolff lives in Vermont.
She has been gardening for the
last 30 years. She has completed
both the Master Gardener
and the Master Composter
programs offered through the
state extension bureaus. She is
interested in providing delicious,
nutritious, chemical-free food
for her family. She gardens
organically, and what food is
not consumed immediately she
tries to preserve to be enjoyed
later. She loves walking into her
pantry and seeing shelves filled
with the garden’s bounty!
Join On the Home Front blog
postings Tuesdays through
Fridays for more from Nancy.
homefront.prudentliving.com

They must be firm and dense enough to hold
cuttings or seeds in place during rooting or
germination. They must be of a consistency
that will not alter drastically either dry or wet,
since this would cause root damage. They must
be porous enough to drain properly yet retain
enough moisture so that frequent watering will
not be necessary.
When starting seeds you can purchase large
bags of pre-mixed soil designed especially for
seed germination. I have begun to mix my own
when I just wasn’t happy with the results of the
store bought mixture. The mixture I have been
using is easy to make and does a great job. As
you experiment with various components you
will discover what works best for you.
This is the combination I use:
1 part sterilized garden loam or top soil
1 part coarse sand or perlite
1 part peat moss
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lettuce containers as mini greenhouses. Once the
seeds have sprouted I remover the lids. You can also
slip your containers into large plastic bags. Check the
containers daily to make sure they are moist.

Soil ready in containers for seeds
To start your seeds find a container that will hold
about 2” of the media and have drainage holes in the
bottom. Fill your containers with the moistened mix,
firm the soil, and mark the container.
Use only the best seeds. Old seeds or seeds that have
not been stored properly may not germinate. If you
have time do a seed germination test to determine the
viability of your seeds. Check my video on the seed
viability test I did on some pepper and tomato seeds.

Seedlings off to a great start
Once your seeds have sprouted they can be placed
under a grow light. Place the containers about eight
inches below the light. They should have light for
fourteen hours a day. Once the true leaves appear you
can transplant your seedlings into larger pots. The
containers should be placed in light but not direct
sunlight.
Temperature is one of the most critical factors in
starting seeds. Temperatures too low or too high will
reduce germination. Bottom heat from electric cables,
hot pipes, or radiators my assist in maintaining proper
temperatures. Ideally a temperature of around 70
would be perfect.
If you follow these steps and pay close attention to
the light, temperature, and humidity, you should have
good success with starting your seeds indoors.

Sow your seeds about ¼ inch apart in rows. Cover
lightly with the soil mix.
After sowing and covering the seeds, water the seeds
lightly. Do this with a fine mist so that the seeds are
not washed around. After watering, try to keep the
humidity at 80 percent or higher. I use old salad or

Healthy seedlings under grow lights
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On the Home Front
really allow your sachet stuffing to breathe and are
very pretty. You can tuck your sachets in linen closets,
dresser drawers, under pillows and sheets, hang in
closets, wherever you’d like. These make lovely gifts as
well. Sachet ingredients can be as simple as just lavender buds or you can create your own recipe/blend.
Here are a few ideas:

Lovely Lavender’s Many Uses
by Lisa Barthuly
“The air was fragrant with a thousand trodden aromatic herbs, with fields of
lavender, and with the brightest roses blushing in tufts all over the meadows...”
– William Cullen Bryant
Lavender is fairly abundant these days, and simple to grow yourself! If you have
a patch of lavender; consider yourself blessed! If not, make plans to grow some;
but for now you can pick up organic lavender at a variety of spots, one of my
favorites is Mountain Rose Herbs. I use lavender for a myriad of handcrafted,
healthy, and frugal home remedies and recipes!
Lisa Barthuly owns and operates
www.HomesteadOriginals.com
with her husband and children.
They live in the mountains of
the American Redoubt—where
she enjoys a simple, home-centered life, built on God’s foundations; studying Scripture, scratch
baking and cooking, canning,
making candles, gardening organically, raising dairy goats and
chickens. She’s the family herbalist and loves a round of competitive target practice! Visit her blog
at: www.HomesteadOriginals.
com/blog. Her book: A Simply
Homemade Clean is available
at www.HomesteadOriginals.
com for autographed copies, or
at: www.healthylifepress.com.
Contact author or publisher
for recently released full-color
version.

1 C Chamomile Flowers

Known by its botanic name “lavandula” and derived from the old French word
“lavandre” or its Latin “lavare” both meaning “to wash.” However this beauty
also has a history, known by the ancient Greeks as “nardus” after the Syrian city
of Naarda, its common name, nard. Nard is mentioned in the Bible as being
used in the Temple in the days of King Solomon as well! Lavender has been used
throughout history for its beauty and lovely scent, but it has a practical side, too;
it has antiseptic and anti-inflammatory properties, not to mention it has calming
effects and is a pain reliever. It is widely used in aromatherapy, herbal, medicinal,
and even culinary applications!

1/2 C Sweet Marjoram
1 C Lavender Buds
1/2 C Sweet Clover Flowers
1/2 C Lemon Balm Leaves
Drizzle 1 Dropper of Lavender Essential Oil on the
dried matter.
Lavender featured in embroidery

Lavender blossoms
As always, take care if you are pregnant, nursing or have allergies and talk to your
doctor first before using lavender or any herbal preparation.
Lavender is best harvested in the morning hours, once the dew has dried for
optimum potency. I just clip off the stem at a length I desire for hanging. Once
I gather a good handful, I’ll tie some twine around the bunch and hang upside
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Sleepytime® Blend – This makes for a great night’s
sleep when sewn or tied up into an herbal pillow. You
can also make into sachets, or just set out on your
nightstand in a pretty bowl.

Lavender and Milk Bath Sachet

down to dry (not in direct sunlight) for a few days.
Once it is dry, I’ll just put down a large bowl to catch
all the buds and run my hand up and down the stems
to remove the dried buds. To store I will just put the
fully dried flower buds into a Ziploc® bag or and old
canning jar with lid. Super easy!

1/4 C Dried Lavender Flowers

Dried lavender is used in floral arrangements, potpourri, in sachets for the closet, even “bath sachets”
and “herbal pillows.” Herbal pillows and sachets are so
simple to make. Just sew together any double layered
cloth into a square pillow (or whatever shape you
prefer), stuff and stitch up. Sachets can even be made
by putting your dried stuffing right in the middle of
a piece of cloth, draw the sides up all around and tie
with a ribbon, twine, string, whatever you prefer –as
long as it doesn’t come loose and is dried thoroughly
before using, you’re set. (I use this method most often,
as it is quick and simple, and works great with cheesecloth or an old flour sack cloth.) You can also make
or buy little organza drawstring bags for cheap – they

Lovely Linens

1/4 C Instant Powdered Whole Milk
Place into a muslin drawstring bag. Toss the bag into
the bath water while it’s running. You can also use the
bag to rub your skin as you bathe.

2 C Lavender Buds
1/2 C Lemon Balm
1 C Rosemary Leaves
1 C Rose Petals
10 Drops Lavender Essential Oil
5 Drops Rosemary Essential Oil
I also love the use of lavender in my homemade body
products. I make up a “baby powder” and toner that
are heavenly, luxurious....and frugal! They are very easy
to make up and work wonderfully.
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(continued)

Homemade Lavender Baby Powder

Lavender Toner

For years now, I’ve made up my own homemade
toxin- and chemical-free baby powder. It only takes
me a couple minutes to make up a quart jar of this and
costs me about $2.00 per quart. You’ll need:

This is a gentle toner that does a great job of cleaning
skin - it smells great and is so much cheaper than the
store bought version, too. Just gather up these simple
ingredients:

One wide mouth canning jar with lid/ring set up
A Small Whisk

Wide Mouth Pint Canning Jar w/lid (I really like the
plastic screw on lids they have nowadays!)

Arrowroot Powder

Witch Hazel

Baking Soda

Lavender Buds

Dried Lavender Flower Buds

Optional: Lavender Essential Oil

Lavender Essential Oil

I grab a fist full of lavender buds and place them in
my jar and cover with Witch Hazel, leaving about an
inch of headspace. I place in a sunny windowsill for
about a week, shaking it vigorously once or twice a
day. Once that time is up, I will then get out another
pint jar, place a coffee filter in it and secure the coffee

Screwdriver (old Phillips, smallish-medium head)
Canning Funnel
Get out all your supplies and ingredients before you
start. I try to make this up in a somewhat quick manner so my oil won’t clump up with my dry ingredients.
I whisk often as I am making it. I shake it up at the
end, too, and have learned to keep that in mind when
judging my headspace. I lay down a towel or cloth to
catch any spills, put my canning jar on it, place my
funnel in my jar. I then get out all my supplies: arrowroot, baking soda, lavender buds and lavender essential
oil.
First, you will want to crush your lavender buds into
a fine matter. This will not only release their wonderful properties but make it so they are a more powderlike consistency and blend better. This is not a fancy
process, just use a spoon, a bowl and crush the buds
between the back of the spoon and your bowl.
I then layer my ingredients into the jar (or you can
just whisk together in a large stainless or glass bowl).
I’ll sprinkle in a couple TBs of baking soda, 1/2 cup or
so of arrowroot powder, and 5 drops of my lavender
essential oil, and a TB of crushed lavender buds; repeat
until the jar has about 2 inches of headspace left. It is
BEST if you can use a small whisk to whisk together
each layer – this way your essential oil doesn’t clump
up with your other ingredients, and you’ll get a nice
mixture.
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filter with a jar lid ring to hold it firmly in place. I will
then slowly dump my lavender/witch hazel mixture
into the jar with the filter, and filter out all the lavender buds. Once it has had time to drain a bit, I will
carefully remove the ring and remove the filter/buds
and squeeze out any excess liquid mixture that I can
and toss the filter/buds. There you have it – a simple
lavender toner! I will then sometimes add a drop or
two of lavender essential oil if I feel it needs it; otherwise I just store it in the fridge (label WELL and keep
up high from children!) for a nice cooling treat to the
skin in the summer, and enjoy!
Our Creator has provided so many amazing herbs,
natural compounds and such, not only for wonderful medicinal and culinary uses, but to keep us clean
and healthy! By creating our own home and body care
products with what has been provided, we are being
good stewards of the resources we’ve been given.

Lavender cuttings for centerpiece
If I am in a creative mode, I’ll make up a little extra
batch for just the girls in our homestead. This version
has crushed (organic) rose petal and even some Rose of
Sharon essential oil from Israel. This is TRULY heavenly and smells just divine. If you are looking for true
Rose of Sharon Essential Oil, direct from Israel, it is
available at www.HomesteadOriginals.com.
So, now that you have your jar filled, you whisk the
whole mixture very gently, or if you do not have a
small whisk – you can and put your lid set up on, and
shake it up really thoroughly (just be sure to leave that
headspace for shaking up). Then, VERY carefully, I
take my lid off, set it on my old towel or cloth and use
the screwdriver to poke holes thru the lid (obviously
don’t do this on your kitchen countertops) to make
my own shaker jar. I tend to do this on my wooden
cutting board. This really is a NICE powder – gentle
enough for baby’s skin (test it out, some children
might have some allergic reaction – so test first) but
adults love it, too – you could even get creative and
make it up as gifts. It gets REQUESTED by my family... I just love that!
Spring Daisies
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A Home for Caring & Sharing
A Home for Caring & Sharing
(Part 1 of a series)
Don and Judy Jordan
of Plainfield, NH,
are building a home
where Judy’s parents
can live with them
comfortably, safely,
and warmly. This is
the first in a series of
articles covering this
prototypical project.
Prudent Living Magazine: You’re building a
multi-generational home on part of your 200-yearold family farm in New Hampshire. What
brought that about?
Don Jordan: Well, my wife’s parents are in their
mid-80s, and in general good health, with just a
few issues that may eventually hinder their ability to live on their own. We’re in our mid-50s,
and empty nesters, and recently acquired property
on the family farm. Around that time we invited
Judy’s parents to consider allowing us to co-age
together in our current home so we could be more
immediately available when needed. After Judy
visited custom home demo houses just for fun with
her mom in Florida, the dreaming became an idea
for future building plans, initially for us in our
retirement years, but for now for them, too. The
property is just three miles from our current home,
allowing us to continue our current jobs, and we
will be right next to the original farm house where

our daughter and her family now live. The new
home will be co-funded—and a great opportunity
for both couples to custom design it to their needs.
Four generations will be right next to each other
on the property.
Prudent Living Magazine: This is an approach
that many are considering these days, for a variety
of reasons. How did you begin to develop a plan
for the home?
Don Jordan: Initially we focused on some kind
of a duplex that would support independent living
by both couples, with two kitchens and so forth.
The greatest benefit would be privacy for all. Each
couple could do their own grocery shopping and
cooking, though meals could be shared when
desired. Obtaining permits for this type of project
used to be difficult, but many towns including
our own have seen this trend of multi-generational
need, and have made the permit process easier.
But the duplex idea has a downside, also, most
significantly the added cost – duplicating kitchens,
for example, can be very costly. When you add
two comparable living areas, the initial building
costs rise. Continuing increased cost would include
electrical, heating, and property taxes. Long-term,
another problem arises when the second “apartment” is no longer needed. We might be forced
to rent that to make the mortgage, and we would
prefer not to do that.
So we fairly quickly moved away from the duplex
idea and decided on one kitchen and dining room
for all. The main floor will contain a kitchen and

the largest dining/living room area as well as the living
space for the parents. In order to ensure privacy for
all concerned, we settled on a full finished “walk-out”
basement for ourselves, no second floor, and a garage.
Prudent Living Magazine: Sounds like you have discovered some valuable information in this process, not
only for yourselves, but for others considering a similar
project.
Judy Jordan: One thing we discovered is that the term
for all of this is “universal design.” This means choosing a home design or organizing your living space for
future handicap or physical limitations. Some universal design specifications might include: step free
entrance and no or low thresholds throughout the
house, wider hallways, lever style handles on doors
and faucets, pull out drawers in cabinets, side by side
refrigerator, variable heights for counter tops, sliding
casement windows, lower light switches, higher electrical outlets, grab bars in the bathroom, higher toilet
seat, nonslip tile, wood, and low pile carpeting, handheld shower fixtures and curbless shower, front loading
washer and dryer, adjustable hanging closet rods and
shelves, and open knee space under all sinks.
Prudent Living Magazine: And what were you able
to work into your own living space?
Judy Jordan: We will include almost all these universal design elements in our home design except the
most costly ones like variable heights for the kitchen
counters. We will include lots of grab bars in the bathroom, for instance, one of the most dangerous places
in the house, and will design the tub and shower for
easy access. The hallways, thresholds, and hardware are
all universal designed, along with our appliances, flooring, and electric planning. Our house will be accessible
for the grandchildren when they visit, too. The basement will have our main bedroom plus a guest room
and some common space so that we can entertain
friends, children, and grandchildren without “crowding” mom and dad. We’re building a little playroom
under the stairs for the grandchildren, so they will feel
special when they come to visit.
Prudent Living Magazine: Once you learned about
“universal design,” did you find the concepts helpful or
more confining?
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Judy Jordan: It expanded our thinking about what
to consider. While not many people around here have

much experience in the universal design approach,
I think it should be considered by every new home
builder, to plan for aging in place comfortably with diminishing assets. Since finding out about this, I’ve invested countless hours investigating how to incorporate
these ideas. I think it’s resulted in more revisions of the
kitchen design than our designer wants to remember,
but when completed it will give us all a great portfolio
of experience and knowledge to share with others.
Prudent Living Magazine: What other issues have affected your primary decisions about the overall design?
Don Jordan: Our emphasis has been on “caring,”
which also involves some of the energy issues we have
considered. For example, our elderly parents will be
spending their winters
Don and Judy Jordan
in rural New HampResidence Projected
shire after twenty
years in Florida. They
Heating and Cooling
will need to be warm,
Costs
without breaking the
• Annual heating and cooling
bank with heating
cost is $1,066.00 or 7,113 kWh
costs. Since they may
spend some time alone • Annual Hot water Estimated
at the home, heating
cost is $393.00 or 2,625 kWh
with firewood did not
Combined, this is an estimated
seem like a reasonable
long-term plan. A great $121 per month if they choose to
cool their house. If not, it will be
insulation package, and
much lower. The proposed photorenewable sources of
voltaic system will cover all of this
heat and power seemed usage and bring their heat, cooling,
like a good way to go.
and hot water bill to $0.
So we’re having a photovoltaic (PV) system installed to provide electricity,
and we’re using geothermal to heat and cool, with the
PV power covering the expense, winter and summer.
We also chose to install an all house generator. In case
we’re not on the property and the power goes off, we
did not want mom and dad heading out into the storm
to try and start a standard type of generator by hand.
Judy Jordan: For extra warmth, or maybe ambience,
we’re also installing a modern looking gas fireplace
in the great room upstairs. We probably won’t need
to actually use it for heat, but it will warm our feet as
well as our hearts whenever we need them warmed.
For example, when it’s twenty below zero outside, with
wind and drifting snow, that fireplace sounds pretty
cozy to me.
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A Home for Caring & Sharing
Designing Your New Kitchen

A summary of the process might look like this:

by Sheila Varnese

Initial Meeting

In more than twenty years of kitchen designing, I’ve
enjoyed helping hundreds of folks choose components
that are right for them. Most people I’ve worked with
are surprised by (and sometimes overwhelmed by) the
vast array of possibilities, especially when they first begin the process. My task is to help them choose colors
and styles and designs and to help them customize
those to fit their space, their needs, and their budgets.

• Client brings blueprints or rough dimensions of the
area in question. This is an informational meeting. I
ask them to bring a “wish list,” and to describe their
likes and dislikes of their current kitchen, which helps
me identify special concerns.

Sometimes this process takes a few weeks, and sometimes it takes a year, occasionally involving three to
five design drafts before we’ve addressed and satisfied all the clients’ concerns. For example, the design
might be good, but the client prefers to review multiple styles or species of wood before choosing. Most
often clients are as interested in being listened to as in
the projected costs.
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(continued)

• We discuss how they function in their kitchen: who
cooks, who preps, are there kids, and if so, do they do
their homework there. I ask about the types of appliances they might want – cook top and wall oven
vs. single unit; compactor; size and number of sinks;
dishwasher; refrigerator; microwave; and so forth.
• I ask how long they think they will be there – i.e. is
this a model they plan to resell, or are they building
(or remodeling) for themselves and for the long-term?
Who will live there, and what special needs should be

considered as they relate to the kitchen?
(Note: Other parts of the home design
area also affected by this consideration.)
• We review cabinet styles, brands,
features; counter top options; maximum
cabinet height, and other relevant questions.

Subsequent Meetings
• Revised and priced design is presented
and discussed. This can be done via emailed PDF format.
• This process is repeated until customer
is satisfied with design and price.

Second Meeting

Other Steps

• I present first draft of a design; not
necessarily priced at this point.

• With final design in hand, we field
measure before order is placed, to ensure
our design will fit the actual space.

• Client reviews design in 3D, so they
can see and tweak it.
• We review placement of cabinets in relation to factors like trash pullouts, storage of pots, pans, silverware, and other
implements, and I note any changes they
require.

• Cabinets are delivered and installed. I
am available to answer questions, if any,
from installer. Counter tops go in after
cabinets.
• Communication remains open with client as long as needed.

These sketches illustrate how a design changes
over time until the customer is satisfied.

Sheila Varnese is a kitchen
designer for LaValley
Building Supply, in their
West Lebanon, NH facility.
She coaches JV Softball
at Lebanon High School.
She loves her job, especially
helping people achieve
their dreams and goals in
whatever space they have to
work with.
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Prudence and Your Health
Become Slap Happy
by David B. Biebel
The smallest insect may cause death by its bite. –Ancient Proverb
When I was about sixteen, I served as a counselor at a Christian camp not too far from my home
in Vermont, where mosquitoes were more than just pests, though until then I never thought of
them as mortal enemies. All counselors and campers were required to purchase a very inexpensive
insurance policy, which most likely had to pay very few claims, since campers were there only a
week at a time and our most risky contact sport was eating breakfast. But that year one camper
had the misfortune of contracting “sleeping sickness” (equine encephalitis), which I had never
heard about but have never forgotten since then, because as I recall, she ended up permanently
disabled.
As it turned out, the pool and the stream that fed it were producing an impressive crop of
mosquitoes that year, one of which had evidently dined upon a nearby horse that was infected
with the eastern equine encephalomyelitis (EEE) virus, before it selected that particular camper
for dessert. Equine encephalitis is preventable in horses, but not treatable in humans (about 35
percent of infected humans die from this illness). When the insurance company was forced to
pay for that camper’s care, there was much ado about it in the camp, where we all engaged in a
massive mosquito control effort, including closing and treating the pool and putting the brook
off limits to all but the trout.
Since then (the mid-60s) several insect-borne diseases with potential central nervous system
(CNS) consequences have burst on the scene, including Lyme disease (tick-borne, discovered
1975) and the West Nile virus (mosquito-borne, discovered 1999). These, added to Rocky
Mountain Spotted fever (tick-borne, discovered in the 1930s) now provide anyone informed in
these matters just cause to either stay inside when the temperature is above freezing, or to ensure
that they, and everyone they care about, are well protected when they venture forth into the
insect empire known as the great outdoors.

and discouragement over not being able to do simple
things that others take for granted.”
The West Nile virus (WNV), which is now a worldwide pandemic, is carried by mosquitoes that have
(usually) ingested blood from infected birds. It was
first identified in the Western Hemisphere in 1999,
in and around New York City, when seven patients
presented with similar symptoms, and all of them
died. The primary evidence was sick and dying crows,
of which there were more than 10,000 found. It is
thought that the first infected bird was brought into
the U.S. illegally, but no one will ever know.
Extensive studies of donated blood have shown that
approximately 1 percent of Americans have antibodies
to WNV, meaning they have been infected at one
time or another. The good news, if there is any, about
WNV, is that most infected persons survive. In fact,
most infected persons do not even know they have
been infected.
The other good news is that for insect-borne diseases
with CNS implications, prevention of infection can
be the same for mosquitoes as it is for ticks. You
can obtain some protection from your clothing—in
fact, there are fine mesh suits available, complete
with head nets. The most effective repellents contain
DEET (N,N-diethyl-meta-toluamide), picaridin,
oil of lemon eucalyptus, or IR 3535 (3-[N-Butyl-N-

acetyl]-aminopropionic acid, ethyl ester), which is an
active ingredient in at least one U.S.-made product.
This repellent has been used in Europe for more than
twenty years with no adverse side effects. Scientists
have recently developed a new insect repellent that is
made from oil of catmint. This has been shown to be
effective with mosquitoes. No information is available
on its effectiveness against ticks, but if you choose this
one your cat may love you to death.
In general, the more “natural” products tend to
provide less effective protection, especially when
exposure to insects is prolonged. So the choice,
especially for parents trying to protect their children,
is a two-horned dilemma—you must decide how to
reduce the risk of illness from insect bites; and, you
must weigh the benefits versus the risks of the various
insecticides available. Do the research, but do not do
nothing to protect yourself and those you love when
you do spend time outdoors. With summer coming
on, this is a good time to consider all the issues and
make your decisions.
This article is adapted from the book:
Your Mind at Its Best by David B.
Biebel, DMin; James E. Dill, MD;
and Bobbie Dill, RN (available at:
www.healthylifepress.com).

Lyme disease is spread by ticks with an affinity for whitetail deer. According to the CDC,
this disease affects about 16,000 people per year in the U.S., mostly in the northeastern, midAtlantic, and upper north-central regions, and in several counties in northwestern California.
Though it is treatable, especially early on, many cases are not recognized either by the patient or
the healthcare provider until it is possible that there may be long-term CNS (and other) effects.
Many people have been fighting this infection for years—some, like our teacher-friend Betsy,
whose story follows, for more than thirty years, with significant ongoing health results.
Betsy wrote: “Although Lyme disease can be cured, especially if caught right away, 20 percent
of us continue to struggle for unknown reasons, with no end in sight. I wanted to defend myself
by saying that I work a full-time job and a part-time job to pay my massive medical bills and
for my meds, since the health insurance companies decided I was the equivalent of Typhoid
Mary. I wanted to whine about having to sleep every second when it wasn’t absolutely necessary
to be dressed and upright. I wanted to cry about my messy house that is last on my “What can
I manage today?” list. I wanted to complain about the crippling fatigue that comes in spells,
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Mosquito on host
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Prudent Living Finances
Give Some Away
by Mary Hunt (Third in a Series of Money Rules)

Rule 3: Give away some of your money out of a heart of
gratitude, with no strings attached or expectation of anything in
return.
My ignorance about credit and debt and my skewed logic that somehow I
could have all that I wanted now and it would somehow work out in the
end, set me up to be greed’s dream client. Credit was my accomplice.
I drove fancy new (leased) cars. I owned a beautiful cerulean mink
jacket. I located the Steinway grand piano of my dreams and instructed
the salesman to have it delivered. We took fancy vacations and bought
expensive gifts. Our kids had all they could desire. But none of that was
enough. I wanted a bigger home and newer cars.
Of course we didn’t have any money to do all of this. So I blithely
summoned Visa and MasterCard to bridge the gap between what I had
and what I wanted. It didn’t matter that we couldn’t afford all of these
things. If I wanted them, I got them, and the “afford” part would have to
work itself out later….
Breaking the stranglehold of greed starts with releasing the thing that has
the power to consume you. Enter Rule 3. Giving away some of your money
quiets your desires and knocks the life out of greed. Here are the steps to
break the grip of greed.
1. Develop personal compassion. Putting others’ needs ahead of our own
wants takes our eyes off of our selfish desires. It softens our hearts and fills
us with compassion for the needs of others.
2. Develop generosity. A heart filled with gratitude expresses itself with
generosity. Generosity kills greed. As you acknowledge all that you have in
light of the needs of those around you, you’ll find yourself feeling genuinely
grateful in ways you may have not experienced before. Generosity will
become a natural outflowing of your grateful heart.
3. Put others’ needs ahead of your wants. Take some of your wants and
find someone who has a real need. Take the money you would have spent
on those wants and give it to the needy instead.
4. Repeat. Give some of your money away, systematically and regularly, as
part of your personal money management program.
How Much to Give
How much you give is up to you…. Your attitude is what will slay your
enemy, greed. It’s not how much you give, it’s why you give. It’s not the
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quantity of the gift, but rather the quality of the giver
that makes a difference.
This third money rule for your life is that you give
away some of your income as you receive it, regardless
of your life circumstances including your debt,
outstanding bills, and any other needs or wants.
Practically, let me suggest that you come up with a
percentage rather than a fixed amount. As you are
blessed with greater income, your giving will increase
proportionately. As you go through lean seasons, your
giving will adjust as well.
How to Give – Five Ways:
1. Systematically. As you receive your income, take
care of giving first before you do anything else. Take it
right off the top.
2. Thoughtfully. Your giving, like your spending,
should not be impulsive or driven by emotion alone.
It should be well thought out as part of your overall
strategic plan.
3. Enthusiastically. You should never give out of
guilt, or grudgingly. Giving should stir up a sense of
excitement for the good that your gift will do.
4. Voluntarily. Forced giving is useless. Don’t let
anyone twist your arm into making a charitable
donation. Don’t give through clenched teeth or under
duress. That does not represent a true, heart-felt desire
to give out of a pure heart.

posing as charitable nonprofit organizations serving
the disenfranchised. This is the reason why giving
locally has its benefits. You can see the church or
the community center. You know the family who’s
cold or hungry, or you are impressed with the way
your homeless shelter is reaching out to help battered
women, abused children, or abandoned animals.
Power in Giving
More than a few people have asked me, “How on
earth did you repay more than $100,000 in unsecured
consumer debt and keep your life going at the same
time?”
While I didn’t keep a journal, because I couldn’t
imagine sharing this with anyone else – it was so
embarrassing, I guess you could say that we gave and
saved our way out of debt. That’s the only explanation
I have now for how we paid back that enormous
amount of debt including all of the interest, penalties,
and fees. We didn’t win the lottery or receive an
inheritance. We accepted every opportunity, earned all
we could, and just kept going for 13 long years until
we reached the goal.
I cannot say that my battles with greed are over.
That enemy has a way of lifting its ugly head when I
least expect it. I know that I could so easily go right
back to where I was if it were not for a mind-set of
generous giving, a habit that changed the equation of
my life. Giving has freed me from the stranglehold of
materialism.

5. Cheerfully. Generosity brings happiness as sure as
miserliness brings misery. Generous, grateful people
are happy people despite the challenging circumstances
in which they may find themselves.
Where to Give?
What are you passionate about? What stirs your heart?
It’s quite possible you know already where you will
concentrate your giving. Perhaps you are part of a
church... [if so] it makes sense that you would want
to help meet the financial needs right there in your
church.
Start looking around your own community. I’m quite
certain that you won’t have to look far to see genuine
need that will engage you emotionally.
There’s a delicate balance between giving without
expectation of receiving anything in return and giving
wisely. First recognize that there are scams out there

Adapted by permission from
7 Money Rules for Life, by
Mary Hunt (Grand Rapids,
MI: Revell, 2012), 81-91.
Revell is a division of Baker
Publishing Group:
bakerpublishinggroup.com.
All rights reserved. This
information may not be
copied, transferred, or
downloaded.
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Frugal Family Fun

bounty of the sea”) for a few meals. And the actual
pleasure of fishing…that was a total bonus.

Worms, Mussels, and Tin Plates

Two of my brothers learning to fish in the early days
(circa 1955). Our mother felt that if you can hold
onto a pole, you can fish.

by Bruce Incze

Everyone should believe in something; I believe I’ll go fishing.
- Henry David Thoreau
We probably have not seen that last winter storm of the season, and yet
it is not too early to look forward to the pleasure of fishing. Fishing is an
activity that cannot help but bring families together. The worst fishing
experiences become family lore to be repeated for generations; the best
fishing experiences are a foretaste of heaven. In the parlance of the business
world, fishing is a “win-win;” a “sure thing;” you can’t lose!
Important rites of passage are encountered in the family fishing trip. There
is the first time a child baits his or her own hook. [To be honest, a slight
chill of fear washes over me whenever I bait a hook.] There is the first time
you catch and land your own fish. There is the first time you clean your
own catch. Some of these rites of passage may involve a little drama, but
milestones in life often do. It is good to learn this early in life and in the
context of family and fun.

Bruce Incze grew up in Maine,
summering with his family on an
island in Casco Bay. He and his wife,
Diane, now live near the coast in
Rhode Island. Their three children are
all making the transition from college
and technical schools to living life. All
still enjoy their memories grounded in
Frugal Family Fun of yesteryear and
they make new memories as often as
they can.
Photos are courtesy of the author.

Later in life, when the kids are adolescents, talking about meaningful
stuff can be difficult. Fishing is a near ideal context for deep parent-child
conversations. For one thing, eye contact is not expected. The lack of eye
contact can make a difficult conversation a lot easier. It is also natural to
drift in and out of conversation when fishing, so there is no pressure to
get through everything all at once. Fishing is a relaxed context that allows
slow, thoughtful exchanges. Even if the conversation does go sour, there are
always the topics of fishing or the beauty of nature for re-engagement.
While it is easy to get caught up in the commercialism of expensive fishing
tackle and boating equipment, this is completely unnecessary. Personally, I
am convinced that fancy sports gear adds nothing to the pleasure of fishing.
It certainly doesn’t for me. My childhood is rich with pleasant memories of
fishing with a hand-line. All I needed was about fifty feet of mackerel hank
(coarse fishing line), something to wrap it around (a stick or empty beverage
bottle), a few fish hooks and sinkers. Oh, and I also needed a BIG bucket
for all my fish.
For many years, my family vacationed on coastline of Maine. My mom was
the biggest fishing enthusiast in the family. She and dad took me and my
three older brothers on “fishing expeditions” many times each summer. We
were young, so “expeditions” were exciting, but most people would have just
called them outings or fishing trips. Our family was of modest means, so
fishing wasn’t focused on what folks might call “sport fishing.” Our focus
was on being a family, enjoying the outdoors, and catching free food (“the
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Mostly we caught pollock and mackerel. We would
hoot if we caught something out of the usual, like
a sea bass. We would howl if we caught something
nasty like a skulpin (inedible and ugly) or a cunner
(vicious teeth). If we caught a dog fish or a sand shark,
it was time to move. Pollock or mackerel would be
swimming for their lives and not that interested in
what was on our hooks. What was on our hooks?
Well, worms were an option, but we used mussels
instead. At low tide, we would go down to the shore
line and pluck a few mussels from the rocks and place
them in the fish bucket with sea water to keep them
alive. We could wait a while before fishing the incoming tide.

went in a little punt (small boat), our hand held fishing
lines, and pieces of pie plate attached near our hooks.
We anchored our little boat by a navigation buoy that
was marking a submerged ledge. We were not too far
from a “yachtsman” who was doing the same thing. It
was not really a yacht, but rather a small cabin cruiser.
[Nonetheless, it represented impossible wealth to
us.] We were not there ten minutes before we started
catching fish. We caught a steady stream of fish. The
fishermen on the “yacht” were having absolutely no
luck. After a while, a woman from the boat with a very
nice looking fishing rod called over and asked what
we were using for bait. We told her about the chopped
up pie tin, but that was apparently too difficult for her
to believe. She asked her husband to move their yacht
a little closer to us and then asked us to show her our
lures. Sure enough, just pieces of aluminum pie plate
with ragged edges left by the snips. The expression
on her face was precious. We returned home with a
bucket of fish and great pride in our mom. We also
learned a lesson in resourcefulness and simplicity.
Whether you are creating family lore for future
generations (fishing trip gone bad) or enjoying a
foretaste of heaven (fishing trip gone right), fishing is
an activity that can help fashion strong family bonds,
in a context that is fun, and one that will help children
develop.
My brother with his son,
preparing him for the rite
of passage of cleaning his
own catch.

One time, my brother and I decided to go fishing
by ourselves, but we decided this well after the tide
had turned. The mussels, our bait, were already
under water. Yes, we could have dove for the mussels,
but my mom had a different idea. My mom is very
resourceful, ever inventive and not one to waste. We
had eaten a store bought pie the night before and
so there was this left over tin plate. Mom thought
that with a pair of tin snips she could fashion some
respectable lures. So, within a few minutes, off we
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Off-grid Living
From Barn to Net-Zero
Energy Home
(Fourth in a Series)

had completely charged the batteries and run all
appliances, lighting, and heat distribution. For the
afternoon, at this point the power the PV panels were
generating was largely unneeded and unused.

This is the fourth article in a series featuring an
off-grid home being built in Bridgewater Corners,
Vermont, by Don Wemple, a renewable energy consultant. Wemple’s goal was to reduce his living costs as
retirement approaches, with a special focus on achieving near-zero dependence on fossil fuels and being
totally off-grid in terms of electricity.

On cloudy or snowy days, very little passive and solar
thermal module heating occurred, so the home had
to rely almost completely on the geothermal heat
pump for heating and hot water, which used a lot of
electricity. Since there was very little electricity being
produced on such days from the PV modules, the
home was almost totally reliant on the micro-hydro
(~1Kw continuous power generation in winter) and
on sufficient battery storage. The geothermal heat
pump generally operated for about twenty-four hours
before shutting down due to low battery voltage with
automatic shut down of the heat pump at 50 percent
battery storage level. This left sufficient electricity to
run lighting and other appliances. At this point the
heat system had to rely on propane (in the future, a
wood boiler or woodstove) for heating the home. The
backup generator was not needed all winter. About
fifty gallons of propane were used from December to
March.

This installment of the series summarizes the performance of the heating and electrical systems and
details how the various sources of energy generation
and storage options performed, especially during the
winter season of freezing outdoor temperatures and
low sun irradiance for electric power production.
How Well Does it Work?
The winter of 2012-2013 was a great test of this low
energy home, with very typical temperatures and
combination of sunny and cloudy, snowy days. Since
the heat loads were so low, outdoor temperature
seemed to have minimal effect on the amount of time
the geothermal heat pump ran and consequently the
amount of electricity needed to power the heating
system. The operation of the facility can be divided
into two categories: sunny days and cloudy days.

Summary and Plans

The above operation would be typical for a vacation
home with minimal usage, since no one is currently
living in the home. There will be some additional
considerations for full-time living. Additional electricity will be consumed for lighting and appliances
On sunny days and even on partly cloudy days, and
such as refridgeration (installed but not used much
even in January, Wemple had more power than was
yet), washer, dryer (propane), cookstove (propane),
needed. By noontime, the passive solar heating from
and hot water usage. However, since well over half
the large south facing windows had boosted the room
the electricity was used to power the geothermal heat
temperature a couple of degrees above the 65 degree
pump, the addition of a small wood or pellet boiler
setpoint. Also, the solar thermal panels had heated
(only needed on cloudy days) should enable several
the domestic water pre-heat tank to 140 degrees and
days of electricity availability from the battery storage
started the recirculation pump to begin heating the
and micro-hydro turbine. Additional battery storage
main HTP-Versa tank. Usually by the end of the
will also make good use of the extra available power
day both tanks had been heated to 140 degrees, even
on sunny days. Finally, late spring, summer, and early
though some heat had been distributed to the radifall will require very little geothermal heat pump
ant floor heating system. The geothermal heat pump
operation (domestic hot water only), so there should
was not needed until well into the night. Additionbe plenty of electricity for all conditions.
ally, by noontime the solar photovoltaic (PV) panels
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Solar Hot Water

Solar PV Arrays

From barn to Net-Zero energy home
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Energy Saving Tips
Laugh at the Cold!
by Tim Biebel
Every spring about this time I feel like walking outside with my chest all
puffed up like a baseball umpire and yelling loudly at the cold weather,
“You’re outta here!”
I am sick of winter! In fact, I was sick of winter as soon as Christmas was
past, and unfortunately for me, that’s pretty much when winter starts here in
Vermont. Why am I sick of winter? I am sick of winter because I don’t like
being cold. I am sick of winter because the gauge on my heating fuel tank is
always getting lower. I am sick of winter because clearing the snow from the
driveway and yard takes up more of my small amounts of free time. And, I
am sick of winter because my golf clubs are gathering dust in the basement!

OK, so it’s not as bad as I make it out to be. I am very thankful for what I
have and in the winter I am especially thankful for a warm house. There is
nothing special about my house other than I built it with the help of family
and friends. The insulation package is not as good as it could be; it’s just fiberglass. However, I did take time to air seal the most important areas and I’ll be
grateful for that as long as I live in this house. Even without air-stopping spray
foam or cellulose insulation in the walls I can sit in my living room on a cold
winter afternoon and not feel any air movement while jealously watching pro
golfers compete in warm sunny climates.
So, what critical areas of the building envelope should you pay attention to
when building a house or making some improvements to the one you already
have? These are the three areas I spent some time (and money) on.
1. The box sills. This is the part of a building frame where the floor joists sit
on top of the concrete wall in the basement and is typically the number one air
leakage offender when I conduct energy audits. This is where I splurged when
building my house and paid a little extra to use spray foam. However, a lower
cost alternative to this would be to install four inches of rigid insulation in between each floor joist. Cut the insulation a half inch smaller than the opening
all the way around and then seal tight with a can of spray foam. This creates a
nice tight air seal for much less money.
2. The attic hatch. These things can be spooky because you never know what
is waiting to pounce on you when open it. So, if you are afraid of your attic and no one has gone up there, then seal it shut! Buy a tube of caulking at
your local hardware store that matches your paint color and seal between the
plywood hatch and the trim. If anyone needs to get into the attic in the future
it’s easy to slice the caulking and open the hatch. Of course, it would be best to
muster up the courage and take a look in your attic before you do this and add
insulation to the attic and the attic hatch if needed before sealing it shut.
3. Caulk. In about 50 percent of the houses we test we notice a lot of air
leakage around the window and door trim. I am not talking about the actual
window here; I am talking about the spot where the window trim meets the
sheetrock. If you can see a crack between the two there is probably air moving
in and out. So, if you are like me and have a hard time remembering everything on the first trip to the hardware store, head back over and buy some
more caulking. A steady hand can apply caulking to the joint and it will hardly
be noticeable.
Reducing the air leakage in your house will not only reduce your fuel bill, but
you will feel much more comfortable as well. Try tackling these three areas for
starters. You’ll find it is a lot more fun to watch golf when you are not freezing.
And hey, by sealing these leaks you might just save enough money on your
fuel bill to buy that new set of clubs you always wanted but could never afford.
You can laugh at the cold all the way to the pro shop because it’s no longer in
charge of your bank account - you are! Of course, after making a few smart
decisions about your house, you are about to make a really dumb one and buy
a new set of clubs when the real issue is learning how to make better use of the
old ones... but I can’t help you there.
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From the Editor
Giving Back
by David B. Biebel, DMin
“To do more for the world than the world does for you—that is success.”
-Henry Ford
Perhaps you heard the story about how a girl in Nashville won twenty dollars from
a local radio station, then spent that money to make chocolate-covered pretzels,
which she sold in her community, raising $150 in the process.
She didn’t just keep that prize money, even though it was hers to keep had she
wanted to buy herself some trifles or trinkets. Instead, she gave it back and it
multiplied to the point where she and her family were able to deliver bags of
groceries to families in need. It was just before Thanksgiving (which, by the way,
is a primary motivator for giving back – i.e. an attitude of gratitude, not the
holiday, per se). Delivering the groceries, she said, “We want your family to have
a good Thanksgiving like ours.” And when interviewed about why she did this,
she said, “I was really sad knowing that they couldn’t have Thanksgiving like we
always do.”
Without doubt, all of us involved with the Prudent Living movement have been
blessed, and not just with enough food to eat, shelter, and clothing. In addition,
we feel that what we’ve learned, either by experience (sometimes hard experience)
or through education in the schoolroom or in the field, or both, is a gift that we
hold in trust. And that is why we’re anxious to pass it on to others.
As our vice-president Tim Biebel puts it, “We all have the ability to give back, but
we don’t all have the desire. Giving back is important to us at Prudent Living and
is something all of us have felt long before Prudent Living existed, because we’ve
all had someone in our lives who has taken the time to share their knowledge with
us, and now it’s our responsibility to pass it on.
“As a result, we are continually seeking and adding ways we can help people.
First was this quarterly magazine you’re reading. Since then, we have added a
bi-weekly newsletter, along with a weekly tip e-mail, Nancy’s On The Home Front
daily e-mail, and weekly Market deals. Soon we’ll have have two educational
train layouts that can help even very young kids catch a vision for what can make
our world a cleaner, more economical place in terms of the energy we use, not to
mention more independent of outside forces that have controlled our fuel costs in
the past.

We share what we know about renewable energy and high
tech construction methods because we’re excited for people
to learn that energy independence is not just some future
pie-in-the-sky bye-and-bye concept any more.

By the time you read this, our team will have participated in another home show
in the greater Dartmouth area. Perhaps, like one of last year’s fellow exhibitors
inquired, someone will inquire, “What exactly are you all trying to sell?”
Our answer was then, and it still is, “Sharing is a
better word for what we do than selling.” We share
what we know about renewable energy and high
tech construction methods because we’re excited
for people to learn that energy independence is
not just some future pie-in-the-sky bye-and-bye
concept any more. It’s entirely possible, right
now, to build a home that has virtually a net zero
reliance on energy from outside sources.
Yes, we’re here to help design and build that home
for you, but the first thing is that we want you to
know that it can be done, because that knowledge
is a step toward the hope of freedom from
someone else’s control of your home energy costs.

David B. Biebel, DMin
Editor in Chief
David Biebel is Managing Editor of Florida Hospital Publishing,
in Orlando, Florida. He is the author or co-author of 19 books,
a number of them related to health.

“We have the skills and training to help people control what they can and
prepare for what they can’t control in this arena, and we get excited when we see
opportunities to help. I hope we never lose that desire.”
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